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Introduction
Contextual question answering is a problem
that has garnered a lot of attention in the past
few years. The SQuAD Challenge is a question
answering task that incentivizes the
development of a model that can extract
salient answers to a question from a large
block of context text, which would be valuable
in streamlined information extraction. We
propose an improvement on a baseline BiDAF
model by replicating R-Net, a model that adds
character-level embeddings, self-matching
attention and gated attention network. Our
contributions to this paper will be the
validation of R-Net’s performance on the
SQuAD2.0 dataset.

Dataset
SQuAD2.0

Discussion

Models
R-Net

Character Embedding Model

Source: Bidirectional Attention Flow for Machine Comprehension [2]

Source: R-NET: MACHINE READING COMPREHENSION WITH SELF-MATCHING NETWORKS [3]

• Convolutional neural network to generate • Question-Context Matching using gated
attention-based RNN to create questioncharacter embeddings of words
based passage representation
• Combination of character embeddings and
word embeddings is passed into highway • Self-matching attention creates more
context in passage representation
network
• Pointer network output layer
• Contains BiDAF Attention Layer

Experimental Details
• Learning rate of 1
• Batch size of 16 (for memory purposes)
• Trained on 20 epochs

Moreover, the size of the hidden layer used
was 50 and we used the 300-dimensional
GLoVE vectors, as used by the baseline
model.

Results

References

Source: Pranav Rajpurkar, https://rajpurkar.github.io/mlx/qa-and-squad/ [1]

• Question-answering dataset
• Difference from SQuAD1.1: Indicates if no
answer is available in context paragraph

Improvements from Baseline
• Higher EM/F1 score
• Use of character embeddings provides
more information per word than use of
only word embeddings
Example Inaccuracy
Model’s Answer: in the possession of
already-wealthy individuals or entities
Correct Answer: those who already hold
wealth
• Model performs poorly on this example.
• Contains irrelevant text like "in the
possession”
• Phrasing of the question suggests an
answer that is the object of some action.
• The model uses this assumption and
outputs the answer starting with "in the
possession...”
Shortcomings
• Used hidden size of 50 rather than 75
• Ran for 20 epochs rather than 30 for
time purposes.
• Learning rate of 1 rather than 0.5
reduced accuracy.
• General hyperparameter tuning to
improve runtime efficiency reduced
accuracy.

• Improvement over baseline model
• Similar scores between RE-Net and CharEmbedding BiDAF Model

• Significantly lower than R-Net score
• Margin between EM and F1 score closer
in RE-Net than R-Net
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